The Prevention Package
Easily access occupancy data and complete inspections in the field
with these powerful, mobile-friendly tools for Fire Marshals and Inspectors.
The Prevention Package from Emergency Reporting (ER) makes accessing and editing occupancy, structure and hydrant data for
your agency’s coverage area, completing pre-fire planning forms and performing onsite inspections easy. It enables users to store
photos, send violation notices, emails or fines from a mobile tablet and collect electronic signatures. The ER records management
modules included with this package are Occupancy/Inspections/Permits, Hydrants, Daybook, Events, Library, Calendar, My Profile,
Message Center, Reports & Admin.

Main Features and Benefits:
Complete on-site electronic inspections and pre-plan forms
Manage and record occupancy inspections by type, form, zone/ district, scheduled, assigned inspector, shift and station
Collect electronic signatures and attach violation images
Update records quickly and easily
Email inspection completion notices to occupants and owners
Report code enforcement and life safety inspections with a database of owner/occupancy information, including permits
Occupancy inspections by Type, Form, Zone/District, Scheduled, Assigned Inspector, shift and station
Unlimited concurrent user access
Accessible from any device or operating system
Open API for unlimited integration potential

Recommended Add-on Products:
VISION Risk Assessment with Google Maps
VISION Risk Assessment is a dynamic tool that allows departments to analyze and categorize risks present in their
community, compare data to other departments nationwide and generate the Occupancy Vulnerability Assessment
Profile (OVAP) score for all occupancies within their response area.

Mobile App
Better incident safety and inspection management—plus inspector
work load management—for maximum efficiency
An app usable on any mobile tablet device, regardless of connectivity,
ensures fire inspectors only do the inspection once and fire marshals
and operations personnel can share data rather than using two
different products that don’t sync. This means increased incident
efficiency, productivity and safety for fire department personnel and
their constituents.
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